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engage- introduce interesting content enabling better assimilation of concepts explore- provide meaningful insights into
various typologies and methodologies for effective exam preparation explain- give better clarification for concepts and
theories elaborate- complement studying with ample examples and Oswaal exam tools evaluate- conclude with effective
self assessment tools
From New York to California, from the prosperity of the aeronautical industry to the glitter and glamour of Hollywood,
multimillionaire Jonas Cord and sensuous film star Rina Marlow discover a world of forbidden secrets, intrigue, ambitions,
and passion. Reprint.
Detective fiction has never lacked devoted fans. The undying popularity of Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot vouch for
that fact. In the early thirties, a detective by the name of Byomkesh Bakshi made an unobtrusive entry into the world of
Bengali fiction. He preferred calling himself a satyanneshi, a seeker of truth, and within days was a household name,
courtesy his cerebral skills and the exciting situations he found himseft in. In the tradition of Doyle and Christie,
Byomkesh is accompanied on his adventures by his friend, Ajit, Slightly obtuse and the perfect foil to him.
Detective stories.
A thrilling tale of swashbuckling adventure! When sixteen-year-old Sadashiv is forced to leave his village, he has no idea
that he will shortly become part of a legendary band of soldiers, united under the most inspiring Maratha ruler of all time Shivaji. As Shivaji and his men fight for the independence of their land from the invading rulers of more powerful
kingdoms, Sadashiv learns how to fight against overwhelming odds for a leader who inspires love and trust.
The book explores some popular Bangla detective texts to perceive if there are any hegemonic influences of the
Holmesian canon--if not, how has identity and existence against imperialism been established is perused. The
significance of Indian texts through the leitmotif of indigeneity is foregrounded. Bengaliness resists Anglo/Eurocentrism.
In an ancient fort in Rajasthan, a young woman discovers a royal past...An earthen lamp sweeps its owner along a route
of courtroom intrigue and deception....Fascinating stories of rebirths and of times gone by. Compelling stories by the
master storyteller brought alive by the lucid translation.
The best short stories of Satyajit Ray Best known for his immensely popular Feluda mysteries and the adventures of
Professor Shonku, Satyajit Ray was also one of the most skilful short story writers of his generation. Ray’s short stories
often explore the macabre and the supernatural, and are marked by the sharp characterization and trademark wit that
distinguish his films. This collection brings together Ray’s best short stories—including such timeless gems as ‘Khagam’,
‘Indigo’, ‘Fritz’, ‘Bhuto’, ‘The Pterodactyl’s Egg’, ‘Big Bill’, ‘Patol Babu, Film Star’ and ‘The Hungry
Septopus’—which readers of all ages will enjoy. A collection of forty-nine short stories
Two and a Half Rainbows – A Collection of Short Stories draws inspiration from the myriad shades of humanity, its
persistent struggles, and its little moments of joy. These stories attempt to capture the intricacies of human emotions and
celebrate the human spirit through a neutral voice. Despite being rooted, the storytelling is engaging, as it employs
multiple genres and tones. In ‘Fireworks’, five-year-old Rony’s ecstasy is in stark contrast to his beloved maid Roma’s
agony, as he witnesses a daily spectacle from his apartment window. Similarly, upon ‘Meeting Rosanna’ after 40 long
years, Joseph’s excitement contradicts Rosanna’s apprehensions about him, owing to their past. Despite Gajraj’s
progressive demeanour, his hypocrisy comes to the fore, when he is angered by the frivolous promise made by the ‘Fly
on the wall’. Likewise, little Advaith’s innocence is put to the test when a friend seduces him to explore his ‘Dual’
nature. Thus, through a bioscope of sixteen realistic but fictional short stories, the author takes the reader on a journey
through the by lanes of life’s bittersweet memories.
Classic tales of crime detection featuring Byomkesh Bakshi, the master inquisitor Written long before Satyajit Ray’s
Feluda series, Saradindu Bandyopadhyay’s Byomkesh Bakshi mysteries heralded a new era in Bengali popular fiction.
Set in the old-world Calcutta of the Raj, these stories featuring the astute investigator and his chronicler friend Ajit are still
as gripping and delightful as when they first appeared. Byomkesh’s world, peopled with wonderfully delineated
characters and framed by a brilliantly captured pre-Independence urban milieu, is fascinating because of its
contemporary flavor. In the first story, Byomkesh works undercover to expose an organized crime ring trafficking in drugs.
In ‘The Gramophone Pin Mystery’, he must put his razor-sharp intellect to good use to unearth the pattern behind a
series of bizarre roadside murders. In ‘Calamity Strikes’, the ace detective is called upon to investigate the strange and
sudden death of a girl in a neighbour’s kitchen. In the next story, he has to lock horns with an old enemy who has vowed
to kill him with an innocuous but deadly weapon. And in ‘Picture Imperfect’, Byomkesh Bakshi unravels a complex
mystery involving a stolen group photograph, an amorous couple, and an apparently unnecessary murder. Available in
English for the first time in a superb translation, these stories will captivate every lover of crime fiction, young and old
alike.
Professor Shonku cannot dismiss without proof the possibility that unicorns do exist somewhere on earth. In fact, Charles
Willard, a fellow scientist, claimed to have actually seen them in Tibet, but, unfortunately, died shortly afterwards. So,
when Shonku learns that another expedition is starting off for Tibet, he jumps at the opportunity to trace Willard's route
and find the unicorns. Tibet is just one of the exotic places Professor Shonku's exploits take him in this volume of stories.
In the Sahara he comes face to face with a massive pyramid-like structure no one knew of earlier; he travels underwater
in a submarine with two Japanese scientists to investigate the sudden appearance of deadly red fish that have taken to
eating humans; in the caves of Bolivia he meets a primitive man who has been painting his dwelling with animal figures
and strange mathematical formulae; and on a peculiar island which has appeared out of nowhere in the Pacific Ocean
horrific plants suck out all his learning from his brain
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In this book, by means of an engrossing fictional story which skilfully incorporates various historical figures and many true
incidents as well as the author's own personal experiences, fortified with excerpts from newspapers and other
documents, Humayun Ahmed manages to produce a remarkably vivid and well balanced picture of the political events
and bloody civil war which led to the emergence of Bangladesh as an independent state in 1971. No other work on the
subject has the same breadth of vision or the same power to absorb and engage the reader. This is essential reading for
anyone who wishes to explore the human reality behind the stark facts of the Bangladesh Liberation War. In the present
translation Humayun Ahmed's highly accessible Bengali style has been recreated in modern colloquial English, making
an easy read for Western readers. This edition also comprises explanatory notes to assist those unfamiliar with the
cultural and historical background to the novel.
The Rhythm of Riddles3 Byomkesh Bakshi MysteriesPenguin UK
In this second book of the series, you will follow Lady Sita's journey from an Adopted Child to the Prime Minister to
finding her true calling. She is the warrior we need. The Goddess we await. She will defend Dharma. She will protect us.
India, 3400 BCE. India is beset with divisions, resentment, and poverty. The people hate their rulers. They despise their
corrupt and selfish elite. Raavan, the demon king of Lanka, grows increasingly powerful, sinking his fangs deeper into the
hapless Sapt Sindhu. Two powerful tribes, the protectors of the divine land of India, decide that enough is enough. A
savior is needed. They begin their search. An abandoned baby is found in a field. Protected by a vulture from a pack of
murderous wolves. She is adopted by the ruler of Mithila, a powerless kingdom, ignored by all. Nobody believes this child
will amount to much. But they are wrong. For she is no ordinary girl. She is Sita.
An Irresistible Volume For Crime Fiction Enthusiasts When, In 1932, Saradindu Bandyopadhyay Decided To Try His Hand At
Detective Fiction Looked Down Upon In Bengali Literary Circles Of That Time As Frivolous Ventures He Scarcely Expected
Byomkesh Bakshi To Become One Of The Most Popular And Enduring Creations In Bengali Literature. Although Largely Modelled
On Such Greats As Conan Doyle S Holmes And Chesterton S Father Brown, Byomkesh S Appeal As The Self-Styled Inquisitor, A
Detective Not By Profession But By Passion, Found Him A Dedicated Following Among Generations Of Readers. The Present
Collection Of Stories, All Set In Calcutta Of The Fifties And Sixties, Brings Together Four Mysteries That Put The Sleuth S
Remarkable Mental Agility To The Ultimate Test. In The Menagerie (Adapted By Master Film-Maker Satyajit Ray For His 1967
Film Chiriakhana) Byomkesh Cracks A Strange Case Involving Broken Motor Parts, A Seemingly Natural Death And The Peculiar
Inhabitants Of Golap Colony Who Seem Capable Of Doing Just About Anything To Safeguard The Secrets Of Their Tainted Pasts.
In The Jewel Case He Investigates The Mysterious Disappearance Of A Priceless Necklace, While In The Will That Vanished He
Solves A Baffling Riddle To Fulfil The Last Wish Of A Close Friend. And In The Quills Of The Porcupine, The Shrewd Detective Is
In His Element As He Expertly Foils The Sinister Plans Of A Ruthless Opportunist. Sreejata Guha S Translation Captures
Brilliantly The Thrill And Ingenuity Of Byomkesh S Exploits Just As It Does Bandyopadhyay S Remarkable Portrayal Of A City
Struggling To Overcome Its Colonial Past And Come Into Its Own.
Hriday, a naughty little boy, is unthinkingly cruel to animals. He goes his merry way till a terrible crime causes him to be turned into
a Thumbkin with no prospect of return to the human world. Now, he is at the mercy of the very same animals he has wronged, and
is desperate to make amends. But all the animals are happy with his situation! Finally, the pet lame swan of the family takes pity
and Hriday is wafted away on his creaky wings to the Himalayas in search of Lord Ganesha who can save him. Little does Hriday
realize that this will be the beginning of the strangest adventure in the worlds of mice and men, Gods and demons, hate and love,
and better understanding . . .
A stolen ring. A private menagerie. A mysterious ‘spy’ . . . The first novel to feature master sleuth Feluda and his teenage
assistant Topshe, The Emperor’s Ring is full of adventure, mystery and intrigue. Feluda and Topshe are on holiday in Lucknow
when a priceless Mughal ring is stolen. Feluda begins to investigate the case and finds himself hot on the trail of a devious
criminal. Feluda’s twelve greatest adventures are now available in special Puffin editions.
Profiles the life of the Indian director, and discusses the making of each of his films
Bidyunmala, the princess of Kalinga, is on her way for a marriage of political convenience with Devaraya, the king of Vijaynagar,
when a mysterious young man called Arjunvarma makes his appearance in her life and becomes part of her entourage. While
preparing to wed the beautiful Bidyunmala, Devaraya is threatened by a treacherous brother within and enemies preparing for war
without; worse still, Bidyunmala seems to be in love with Arjunvarma, a man Devaraya has come to trust. And so begins
Saradindu Bandyopadhyay's classic tale of intrigue, love and war, set on the banks of the river Tungabhadra in fourteenth-century
India.
Saradindu Bandyopadyay's immortal detective Byomkesh Bakshi has enjoyed immense popularity for several decades. From
being a household name in the Calcutta of 1930s, when he first created, to a popular face on TV in the 1990s, Byomkesh along
with his friend-cum-foil Ajit is perhaps the best-loved of India's literary detectives. This collection brings together three of his classic
whodunnits. From a murder in a boarding house with too many suspects to a mystery with a supernatural twist, and then busting a
black - marketeering ring in rural bengal, these stories take the super sleuth to different locales on his quest for truth, and bring out
his ingenuity and astuteness. Translated into English for the first time by award-winning translator Arunava Sinha, the breathless
pace and thrilling plots of these action-packed adventures will win Byomkesh a new genertion of admirers.
A man-eater in the jungles of the Terai. An ancient riddle. The lure of hidden treasure. Visiting the famous hunter and wildlife writer
Mahitosh Sinha-Roy in his Jalpaiguri palace, Feluda is presented with a riddle that holds the clue to ancestral treasure. But before
he can begin unravelling the puzzle, Mr Sinha-Roy's secretary is found dead in the forest, his body savaged by a big cat. Feluda's
investigations lead him deeper and deeper into a scandalous family secret, and bring him face to face with a bloodthirsty royal
Bengal tiger in a final confrontation.

This omnibus edition features the ever-popular adventures of Satyajit Ray's enduring creation, the professional sleuth
Pradosh C. Mitter (Feluda). In his escapades, Feluda is accompanied by his cousin Topshe and the bumbling crime
writer Lalmohan Ganguly (Jatayu). From Jaisalmer to Simla, from the Ellora Caves to Varanasi, the trio traverse
fascinating locales to unravel one devious crime after another.
Nancy investigates a small ship cottage at the Chatham estate and discovers a connection between the mysterious
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occurrences at the cottage and an island where a lost treasure is said to be buried. With one half of a map, Nancy sets
out to find a missing twin brother who holds the other half. The mystery becomes dangerous when an assailant hears
about the treasure and is determined to push Nancy off the trail. Can she endure this and other grave dangers, and
recover in time to solve the mystery?
The Routledge Companion to Crime Fiction is a comprehensive introduction to crime fiction and crime fiction scholarship
today. Across 45 original chapters, specialists in the field offer innovative approaches to the classics of the genre as well
as ground-breaking mappings of emerging themes and trends. The volume is divided into three parts. Part I, Approaches,
rearticulates the key theoretical questions posed by the crime genre. Part II, Devices, examines the textual
characteristics of crime fiction. Part III, Interfaces investigates the complex ways in which crime fiction engages with the
defining issues of its context – from policing and forensic science through war, migration and narcotics to digital media
and the environment. Rigorously argued and engagingly written, the volume is indispensable both to students and
scholars of crime fiction.
Oswaal Books latest offering ONE for ALL is going to break down the actual studying strategies for success and
empower the students with the 5 E’s of Learning-.Engage- Introduce interesting content enabling better assimilation of
concepts.Explore- Provide meaningful insights into various typologies and methodologies for effective exam
preparation.Explain- Give better clarification for concepts and theories.Elaborate- Complement studying with ample
examples and Oswaal exam tools.Evaluate- Conclude with Effective self-assessment tools Oswaal ONE for ALL, as the
name suggests is an All in One package for Class 10. for Excellence. It recognizes the need of students to not only get
exam oriented study material for success but also to save time and energy by having all the content in one place, thus an
All in One package for Class 9
Are you a true professional? Would you like to become one? In The Professional, one of the biggest-selling business
books ever to come out of India, Subroto Bagchi showed how one can behave professionally—or otherwise—in diverse
situations, and asked the key question: What does it mean to be a professional? Inspired by that game-changing book,
many an aspiring professional has been wanting to test his/her mettle using Bagchi’s tools. The Professional Companion
fulfils that need. In this do-it-yourself workbook that is meant as a companion volume to The Professional, Bagchi takes
you through simple exercises that allow you to understand how professional your approach is in a given context, and
helps you develop a wider skill set and a more committed outlook. The Professional Companion is your very own
personalized guide to excelling in today’s world.
The mountain of the moon is a story about taking a chance dare which, with its wings of imagination, leads you to the
silver lining after a storm. Shankar, an ordinary young boy from rural India, crosses many skies and seas to explore an
altogether different world—africa. There, he joins a seasoned Portuguese Explorer, Diego alvarez on a daring mission. But
is the destination worth the toil of the journey? Moreover, will Shankar get to the peak of his mountain of dreams? The
Storyline, with a series of adventures, is a testimony to the eternal virtues of courage, curiosity and compassion. It
gradually becomes a tantalizing tale of an unusual friendship that evolved in the spectacular but dangerous African
forests and grasslands teeming with mysterious wildlife, people and their folklores. Experience this classic adventurous
narrative in English that will lead you again to an era of picaro, when one dared to dream. This book has also been
adapted into a popular Bengali movie.
For readers who enjoyed the adventures of Feluda in Volume 1, this second omnibus volume holds more delights.
Accompanied by his cousin Topshe and the bumbling crime writer Lalmohan Ganguly (Jatayu), Feluda travels from Puri
to Kedarnath, from Kathmandu to London in his pursuit of culprits; he tracks down Napoleon's last letter, a forgotten
painting by Tintoretto and a stolen manuscript.
SIDELINED BY MAN, ANIMALS TURNED TO DEMONS. Plundered by humans of their habitats, animals take a drastic step when they
decide to send a team of a cat named as Katy and a dog named as Dug, to an invisible island known, as the Island of 'Five Hundred Graves'.
The island becomes visible only for a short time on the night of the full moon. Legend has it that the island is inhabited by the demons. Katy
and Dug are supposed to negotiate a deal with the demons, convincing them to allow the animals inhabit the island. Majority of the animal
community believe that tinkering with the other world could bring their wrath to the animals. The team is sent to the island nevertheless. But
can a deal with the dead be materialized? Are there really demons on the island? Is there any conspiracy involved? Will Katy and Dug be
able to negotiate, or will survival remain their only question in the deadly island?
This volume brings together a series of essays that interrogate the notion of figuration in Indian cinemas. The essays collectively argue that
the figures which exhibit maximum tenacity in Indian cinema often emerge in the interface of recognizable binaries: self/other, Indian/foreign,
good/bad, virtue/vice, myth/reality and urban/rural.
Anupama looked into the mirror and shivered with shock. A small white patch had now appeared on her arm.' Anupama's fairytale marriage to
Anand falls apart when she discovers a white patch on her foot and learns that she has leukoderma. Abandoned by her uncaring in-laws and
insensitive husband, she is forced to return to her father's home in the village. The social stigma of a married woman living with her parents,
her steother's continual barbs and the ostracism that accompanies her skin condition force her to contemplate suicide. Determined to rebuild
her life against all odds, Anupama goes to Bombay where she finds success, respect and the promise of an enduring friendship. Mahashweta
is an inspiring story of courage and resilience in a world marred by illusions and betrayals. This poignant tale offers hope and solace to the
victims of the prejudices that govern society even today.
An incident near the desolate Chhinnamasta temple on the rocky riverbank of Rajrappa leads to the death of Mahesh Chowdhury, the head of
a Hazaribagh family. Adding to the mystery are a set of coded diaries, a valuable stamp collection that is missing and a tiger that is roaming
the streets of Hazaribagh. One of Feluda’s most intriguing adventures, this shows the master sleuth at his best.
Armchair travelling-from one incarnation to the next, delving into the depths of human character, sweeping bygone eras lost in the mist of
time, finding solutions to intricate problems- this selection of stories has it all.
Quietly dignified Inspector Ghote, 'one of the great creations of detective fiction' (Alexander McCall Smith), finds himself trapped on a train
with a fellow passenger who may - or may not - be the legendary confidence trickster he is travelling to collect, in this classic mystery - with a
brand-new introduction by bestselling author Vaseem Khan. When Inspector Ganesh Ghote boards the train to Calcutta, he's looking forward
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to spending forty hours detached from his responsibilities, but nevertheless still doing his job. He is on his way to collect legendary swindler
A. K. Bhattacharya, who's defrauded wealthy art-lovers for years, and bring him back to Bombay to stand trial. But his peace and quiet is
immediately disturbed by a chatty fellow traveller, who, Ghote soon realises, talks relentlessly but never gives anything personal away. Who
is this man, who never takes off his sunglasses, and whose hair appears freshly dyed? The good inspector's heart stops when he sees the
initials on his companion's case: A.K.B. A. K. Bhattacharaya, the master trickster, is in prison in Calcutta, awaiting transfer under Ghote's
custody to Bombay. It would be the wildest fantasy to think he should be sitting on the train with Ghote instead. Wouldn't it?
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